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Ten top ways to quench your thirst this summer. By Will Hawkes. Still life by Vera Kodajova

By Will Hawkes

Ilkley Siberia

Siberia may be made in Yorkshire but it owes more to global fashion than tyke tradition. Saison, a
Belgian style that derives much of its dry, spicy character from the yeast used, is currently in vogue
and Siberia (produced by Ilkley Brewery, in collaboration with beer writer Melissa Cole) is one of the
UK's finest examples. Tasting note: Tart, slighty sour rhubarb perfectly complements the dry, spicy
saison yeast. ilkleybrewery.co.uk; PS2.79 a 500ml bottle, available from beerhawk.co.uk

Thornbridge Tzara

Increasingly, British brewers are looking to Europe for inspiration - in this case, Cologne. The
German city is famous for Kolsch, a grassy, clean-drinking beer, and this is Thornbridge's version.
The Derbyshire brewery has been at the forefront of Britain's recent beer explosion, and Tzara
demonstrates why: a beer that makes a virtue out of subtlety. Tasting note: Soft, rounded bitterness
and some gentle fruit flavours. Easy drinking. thornbridgebrewery.co.uk; PS3.06 a 500ml bottle from
beerritz.co.uk

Brogdale Heritage Apple Juice

Kent has more than its fair share of fruit juice producers but few have quite the same pedigree as
Brogdale Farm, home of the national fruit collection, where fruit has been grown since 1533. Some
of the more than 2,500 varieties of apple grown here make it into the cloudy, subtly sweet Heritage
juice (the recipe varies depending on what's available, but Worcester Pearmian and Pippins are
constants). Tasting note: Mellow, sweet, typically English.

brogdalejuices.co.uk; PS2.75 a 250ml bottle, find stockists at brogdalejuices.co.uk/stockists.html

Neige Premiere Ice Cider

A fascinating process produces this Canadian drink. Apples picked in the autumn are stored until
December, then pressed. Next, the juice is left outside in the cold of a Quebec winter: the
crystallisation that occurs separates the water from the must, which is then fermented.

The result is a mouth-coating golden rival to dessert wine. Tasting note: Intensely sweet but
complex too: pineapple, citrus, some sourness. lafacecachee.com; PS25 for a 375ml bottle;
tesco.com

Mai Tai

There is a world beyond the Mojito. Perhaps this summer will see a revival of classics such as the
Mai Tai - as served at Off Broadway bar in London. Its lavish Seven-Rum Mai Tai, created by The
Manhattans Project, is made with Wray & Nephew Overproof, The Kraken Spiced, Chairman's
Reserve Spiced, Havana Club threeyear-old and seven-year-old, Angostura 1919 and Woods 100.
Strong but not boozy.
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